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Abstract. In recent years, sparse representation based classification
(SRC) has received much attention in face recognition with multiple
training samples of each subject. However, it cannot be easily applied to
a recognition task with insufficient training samples under uncontrolled
environments. On the other hand, cohort normalization, as a way of mea-
suring the degradation effect under challenging environments in relation
to a pool of cohort samples, has been widely used in the area of biometric
authentication. In this paper, for the first time, we introduce cohort nor-
malization to SRC-based face recognition with insufficient training sam-
ples. Specifically, a user-specific cohort set is selected to normalize the
raw residual, which is obtained from comparing the test sample with its
sparse representations corresponding to the gallery subject, using poly-
nomial regression. Experimental results on AR and FERET databases
show that cohort normalization can bring SRC much robustness against
various forms of degradation factors for undersampled face recognition.

1 Introduction

In the last decade, much attention has been focused on automatically recogniz-
ing people or verifying their identity using face trait. Although much progress
has been achieved for face recognition, it is still a very challenging topic [1],
especially face recognition under uncontrolled environment, where various forms
of degradation can be caused due to changes of the acquisition environment,
the manner an individual interacts with the face acquisition device, and natural
alteration of face trait due to sickness or aging.

Towards this end, a number of approaches have been developed. Among them,
global transform methods have been successfully and widely used in appearance-
based face recognition, which includes principal component analysis (PCA) [2]
and linear discriminant analysis (LDA)[3]. These methods usually use the global
structure information of the entire training set to produce transform axes and
use them to transform samples into a new lower-dimensional space. Global tech-
niques work well for frontal view face images, but they are sensitive to various
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forms of degradation factors. In comparison, local features in face images are
more robust against those degradation factors, such as local binary patterns
(LBP) [4], Gabor feature [5] and scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [6].

Another recent progress [7] in face recognition field is the sparse represen-
tation (SR) based methods. Wright et al. proposed to approximate a test face
by a linear combination of a few atom faces from a dictionary. The dictionary
is composed of the whole training set. In case of multiple well-registered face
samples per subject, the method can extract stable and discriminative face rep-
resentations and lead to good performance. As a holistic representation method,
SR-based classification (SRC) is not as robust as local methods to facial varia-
tions. Yang and Zhang adopted Gabor local features into SRC to make it less
sensitive to facial variations and reported impressive accuracy [8]. Another dis-
advantage of SRC is a rich set of registered face samples of each individual are
required to span the facial variation of that individual under testing conditions.
However, many security applications can only offer few, or even single, facial
images per individual. Thus, SRC cannot be easily applied to undersampled and
one sample per person face recognition [9]. In [10], an auxiliary intra-class vari-
ant dictionary was introduced to extend SRC to undersampled face recognition
and achieved promising results.

In the area of biometric authentication, a popular way to improve the recog-
nition performance of the biometric expert is to incorporate a pool of negative
samples belonging to subjects which are different from the claimant. These non-
matching samples are cohort samples. And those approaches utilizing cohort
models to improve the biometric expert performance has often been referred
to as cohort normalization. In [11], the concept of cohort model (background
model) was introduced in the speaker identification applications. The perfor-
mance improvement achieved by making use of cohort models has also been
seen in fingerprint authentication [12] and multi-biometrics framework [13].

In recent years, many cohort-based score normalization approaches, aim to
post-processing the raw matching score, have been proposed to improve that
performance of biometric authentication systems [12–15]. T-norm is one of the
most commonly used cohort normalization methods [14], in which the first and
second order moments of cohort scores are used to normalize the raw scores. In
[12, 13], the maximum of cohort scores are exploited to perform score normal-
ization. Very recently, Merati et al. [15] showed that cohort samples that are
sorted by their similarity to the claimed target model produced a discriminative
pattern. In the related work, polynomial regression was proposed to extract dis-
criminative coefficients from these patterns.

Though a lot of work has been done in exploiting cohort information for
biometric authentication, to the best of our knowledge, little has been done to
employ cohort normalization for undersampled face recognition. In this paper,
for the first time, cohort normalization was introduced to improve the perfor-
mance of undersampled face recognition using SRC. Specifically, a user-specific
[16] cohort set is selected to perform score normalization using polynomial regres-
sion. In the context of face recognition using SRC, the raw score is the residual
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obtained from comparing the test sample with its sparse representations corre-
sponding to the gallery model.

After sparsely coding test sample with a gallery dictionary, we compute the
raw residual between the test sample and each gallery subject. Then we employ
the cohort set as a dictionary to sparsely code the test sample and get a set of
cohort residuals between the test sample and each cohort sample. Before nor-
malizing the raw residual using these cohort residuals, all the cohort samples are
firstly sorted with respect to their closeness or similarity to the gallery subject,
note that this is an offline procedure. These cohort residuals are then arranged
with respect to rank orders of their corresponding cohort samples and consid-
ered as discrete points on a function of rank order. Next polynomial regression
is employed to approximate this function. Finally, the approximated polyno-
mial coefficients are combined with the raw residual to improve the recognition
performance.

2 Related Prior Work

2.1 SRC

Wright et al. [7] proposed sparse representation based classification (SRC) for
robust face recognition. Denote by Am the set of training samples of the mth

subject class, and each column of Am is a sample of class m. Suppose that there
are M classes of subjects, and let A = [A1, ..., Am, ..., AM ] be the dictionary of
training samples from all the M classes. Given a test sample y, we use A to
represent it as y ≈ Aα, where α = [α1; ...;αm; ...;αM ] and αm is the coding
coefficient vector associated with class m. Suppose that y is from the mth class,
then y ≈ Amαm holds well, a naturally good solution to α will be that most
coefficients in αk, k 6= m are nearly zeros and only the coefficients in αm have
significant values. That is, the sparse non-zero entries in α can well encode the
identity of the test sample y.

2.2 Cohort Normalization using Polynomial Regression

In a typical verification task, the aim is to validate the claimed identity of a
query sample. On the face of it, this appears to be a straightforward binary
classification problem based on the matching score between the query and the
template associated with the claimed identity. However, it is unreliable to make
straightforward usage of the raw matching score due to various degradation fac-
tors. Hence, score normalization is proposed to map the raw matching scores to
normalized values in order to get more invariant to those degradation factors.

Cohort-based score normalization, which measures the degradation effect in
relation to a pool of cohort models, has been effectively applied to normaliz-
ing against score distribution variation between the enrollment and query ses-
sions. As is known, cohort models are non-matching samples which produce
non-matching scores. In [15], a user-specific cohort set was selected to perform
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cohort normalization using polynomial regression. Let r be a raw matching score
between a query sample and a target model and C = {c1, ..., ch, ..., cH} be the H
sorted cohort samples with respect to their closeness or similarity to the target
model, in which c1 is the most similar cohort sample to the target, while cH is
the most dissimilar one. Denote by rc = {rc1, ..., rch, ..., rcH} the H cohort scores
between the query sample and each corresponding cohort sample in C. The fol-
lowing is the methodology of polynomial regression based cohort normalization.

The H cohort scores in rc are first considered as discrete points on a function
of rank order as follows.

rch = f (h) (1)

This function is then approximated using polynomial regression as follows.

f (h) ≈ wnh
n + wn−1h

n−1 + ...+ w1h+ w0 (2)

where W = [w0, w1, ..., wn] is the polynomial coefficient vector and n is the
degree of the polynomial. Then, the H cohort scores can be approximated by
these n+ 1 coefficients. These coefficients can be combined with the raw score r
to improve the recognition performance as follows:

rp = P (C | r,W ) (3)

where P (C | r,W ) is the posterior probability of being a matching pair. Finally,
a logistic regression classifier is employed to approximate rp.

3 Our proposal

The main idea of our proposal is to apply polynomial regression based cohort nor-
malization to SRC-based undersampled face identification. Figure 1 illustrated
our approach. After using the gallery dictionary A to sparsely represent the test
sample y, we denote by rm the raw residual between y and the mth subject,
where m = 1, 2, ...,M . Next we focus on how to normalize the raw residual rm
using cohort information.

Suppose C = {c1, ..., ch, ..., cH} be the cohort set which contains H face
images of subjects different from those M gallery subjects. The cohort set C
is then employed as a dictionary to sparsely code the test sample y, which can
produce H cohort residuals between y and each cohort sample. Before perform-
ing score normalization using these H cohort residuals, all the cohort samples
in C are firstly sorted with respect to their closeness or similarity to the mth

gallery model. We represent by Cm = {cm1, ..., cmh, ..., cmH} the sorted cohort
set of the mth subject, in which cm1 is the most similar cohort sample to the
mth gallery model, while cmH is the most dissimilar one. Note that sorting co-
hort models is an offline procedure. Next we arrange the H cohort residuals
with respect to rank orders of their corresponding cohort samples in Cm. Let
rcm = {rcm1, ..., r

c
mh, ..., r

c
mH} be the H cohort residuals corresponding to the H

cohort samples in Cm. In other words, rcmh is the residual between y and cmh.
In [15], the authors illustrated that arranged cohort scores of genuine and
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Fig. 1. The framework of undersampled face recognition with sparse representation
and cohort normalization.

impostor claims exhibit a discriminative pattern. Here, we also illustrated the
distribution of cohort residuals generated by ordered cohort samples for genuine
and impostor claims on the AR database. Figure 2 shows the distributions using
Gabor and intensity features, respectively. For both figures, the distribution of
cohort residuals for genuine claims follows an increasing profile versus the rank
order, while for impostor claims it follows a relatively constant profile. Hence, we
can obviously get that arranged cohort residuals of matching pairs ( y and Am

are from the same person) and non-matching pairs ( y and Am are of different
subjects) show some discriminative information. Next, we consider these cohort
residuals as discrete points on a function of rank orders as follows

rcmh = fm (h) (4)

where h = 1, 2, ...,H. Next polynomial regression is employed to approximate
this function as follows.

fm (h) ≈ wmnh
n + wm,n−1h

n−1 + ...+ wm1h+ wm0 (5)

where Wm = [wm0, wm1, ..., wmn] is the polynomial coefficient vector. Then, the
arranged cohort residuals obtained from the sorted cohort models of the mth

subject can be approximated by these n + 1 coefficients. These parameters can
be combined with the raw residual rm to improve the recognition performance
as follows:

rpm = P (C | rm,Wm) (6)

where P (C | rm,Wm) represents the posterior probability of being a matching
pair. A logistic regression classifier is then used to approximate rpm.

Finally, we get a total of M posterior probabilities {rp1 , ..., rpm, ..., r
p
M} cor-
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(a) Pixel features (b) Gabor features

Fig. 2. The distribution of cohort residuals generated by ordered cohort samples for
genuine and impostor claims on the AR database. (a) Results of pixel features, (b)
Resutls of Gabor features.

responding to M gallery subjects. As described above, rpm denotes the posterior
probability of being a matching pair. That is the larger rpm is, the more prob-
able the test sample y is from the mth subject. Hence, we can consider rpm as
a kind of similarity between y and the mth gallery model, i.e. the normalized
score between y and the mth gallery model. Consequently, we classify y based
on {rp1 , ..., rpm, ..., r

p
M} by assigning it to the subject class that maximizes the

posterior probability:

identity(y) = argmax
m
{rpm} (7)

In summary, the main steps of SRC with cohort normalization are as follows:

1) Sort cohort samples with respect to their closeness to the gallery model.
2) Sparsely code y over the gallery dictionary and compute the raw residuals.
3) Sparsely code y over the cohort dictionary and compute the cohort residuals.
4) Perform polynomial regression and get the polynomial coefficient vector.
5) Employ a logistic regression classifier to approximate the posterior probabil-

ity.
6) Perform classification via Eq 7.

As is observed, Eqs 1, 2, 3 and Eqs 4, 5, 6 look similar. Hence, it is significant
to highlight the differences between them. In the former case, rch is an output of
a biometric classifier or matcher, and it represents a cohort score between the
query sample and a cohort sample in a biometric verification task. rcmh stands for
a residual between the test sample and its sparse representation corresponding to
a cohort sample, and this is more commonly used in the context of identification.

As is known, SRC does not perform well in a face recognition task with in-
sufficient training samples under uncontrolled environments. On the other hand,
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we know that in a biometric verification system, the biometric samples used for
building a template for each individual are usually limited, sometimes even a
single sample. Hence, it is novel and reasonable to consider undersampled face
recognition in a situation similar to biometric verification. Due to the success of
applying cohort normalization to biometric verification, it is expected that co-
hort normalization can bring SRC good generalization ability for undersampled
face recognition.

4 Experiments

In this section, we present experiments on several representative face databases
to assess the merit of our proposal. For fair comparisons, we choose l1 ls sparse
reconstruction solver for l1-minimization in both the original SRC and SRC with
cohort normalization with identical parameters λ = 0.001, so that the perfor-
mance difference will be solely induced by the adoption of cohort normalization.
For feature extraction, intensity and Gabor features are respectively extracted
to represent face images. It is not necessary to use all the cohort residuals to
perform polynomial regression, as concluded in [15], a number of most similar
and most dissimilar ones can provide much discriminative information. Hence,
in all the following experiments, we select s most similar and s most dissimilar
cohort residuals for polynomial regression. That is we chose only 2∗s ≺ H cohort
residuals, {rcm1, ..., r

c
ms, ..., r

c
m,H−s+1, ..., r

c
mH}, to perform polynomial regression.

Note that the degree of polynomial has little impact on the generalization per-
formance, hence we employ a linear function to fit the cohort residual function
for simplicity, i.e. n = 1.

For experiments in both Section 4.1 and 4.2, we divide the total database into
three partitions, where the identities are disjoint from one another. One of them
is for the cohort set, while the remaining two are used to form the development
and evaluation set. These partitions are referred to as C, D and E, respectively.
C is the cohort set, D is used as the development set to decide the polynomial
coefficients, and E is the evaluation set. About the performance evaluation, we
compute the Rank-1 accuracy for all the experiments.

4.1 Undersampled Face Recognition

We performed this experiment to demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed ap-
proach for face recognition with insufficient training images. Specifically, we used
the AR database, which consists of over 4,000 frontal images for 126 subjects
[17]. As in [7], we selected a subset (only with illumination changes and expres-
sion variation) consisting of 50 male subjects and 50 female subjects. For each
subject, there are totally 14 images, seven images from Session 1 and the other
seven from Session 2. All the images are cropped to 165 × 120 dimensions. We
chose 40 subjects for both D and E. And for each subject, the seven images from
Session 1 are used for training and the other seven from Session 2 for test. The
remaining 20 subjects are considered as cohort models, each with 14 images,
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i.e. the size of the cohort set is H = 280. Here we selected only 2 ∗ s = 140
cohort residuals for polynomial regression, i.e. 70 most similar ones and 70 most
dissimilar ones. About Gabor features, we chose a family of Gabor kernels with
five scales and eight orientations. The Gabor filter responses were then down-
sampled by a 116 uniform lattice based on the approach in [5]. Finally, we got
a 12000 dimensional feature vector for each face image. We then selected a di-
mension of 210 and 540 for Pixel and Gabor based randomfaces. To test the
undersampled effect, we reduced the number of training samples per individual
from 7 to 2 in a step of 1.

Figure 3 shows the comparative performance of SRC with and without cohort
normalization on the evaluation set E. As is expected, SRC degrades sharply
as the number of training images decreases. Figure 3 (a) shows the results of
using pixel features. It can be seen that in most of the total 18 cases (3 fea-
tures 6 samples sizes), SRC with cohort normalization performs better than the
original SRC. Only in one case, no performance improvement is shown in SRC
with cohort normalization. That is when there are 6 training samples per class
with 210-dimensional pixel based randomfaces, SRC achieves 87.14%, while our
approach achieves 86.43%. For pixel features, when the number of training sam-
ples per class is large, the performance shows little difference between SRC with
and without cohort normalization. However, the superiority of SRC with cohort
normalization gets more and more significant as the sample size decreases. For
example, when the number of training samples is two, the accuracy increases
10.71%, 9.29% and 11.07% for the three kinds of features of dimensions 210,
540 and 19800, respectively. The results of Gabor features are shown in Figure 3
(b), where we can see that in all the total 18 cases, performance improvement is
achieved in SRC with cohort normalization. Similarly for Gabor features, when
there are few training samples, there is a significant improvement achieved by
cohort normalization. For Gabor features of dimension 210, 540 and 12000, the
most significant increases are respectively 8.93% with 2 training samples, 4.28%
with 2 training images and 3.92% with 3 training images. In comparison, cohort
normalization brings more performance improvement on intensity features than
Gabor features on undersampled face recognition.

4.2 One Sample per Person Face Recognition

In this section, several experiments were performed to evaluate the performance
of the proposed algorithm against various forms of degradation factors using a
single training sample per subject. The first experiment was still conducted on
the AR database. We still used the subset consisting of 50 male subjects and 50
female subjects. However, for each subject, we chose only 13 images from Ses-
sion 1. As is known, there are not only illumination and expression variation but
also facial disguises with sunglasses and scarves among the 13 images. Figure 4
shows the 13 images of one subject in this experiment. The images are cropped
to 165×120 dimensions. 40 subjects were chosen for the development set D and
another 40 subjects were chosen for the evaluation set E. For each subject, the
single image with natural expression and illumination are used for training and
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(a) Pixel features (b) Gabor features

Fig. 3. The comparative recognition accuracy of the AR database as the number of
training images per subject decreases. (a) Results of pixel features, (b) Resutls of Gabor
features.

the other 12 images for test. The remaining 20 subjects are considered as cohort
models, i.e. the size of the cohort set is H = 260 . Similarly to the experiment
settings in Section 4.1, we selected only 2 ∗ s = 140 cohort residuals for polyno-
mial regression. About Gabor features, we still extracted a 12000 dimensional
feature vector for each face image. We then selected a dimension of 210 and 540
for intensity and Gabor based randomfaces.

Fig. 4. The 13 images of an individual of the AR database. The first image is used for
training, while the rest 12 images with severe variation for test.

Table 1 lists the recognition accuracy for this experiment. Obviously, we can
get that the accuracy raised by normalizing the raw residual with cohort infor-
mation is considerable for both pixel and Gabor features. With pixel features
of 3 dimensions 210, 540 and 19800 (total feature vector), cohort normalization
makes the accuracy increased 20.41%, 19.16% and 14.79%, respectively. In com-
parison with pixel features, the improvement on Gabor features is much smaller.
As shown in Table 1, the accuracy increases of the two Gabor randomfaces are
6.66% and 7.08%. Furthermore, when using the total Gabor feature (12000-
dimensional), the accuracy improves fractionally (0.63%). With only one single
training sample under illumination and expression changes and occlusions, our
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Table 1. Comparative accuracy of SRC with and without cohort normalization on the
AR database using single training sample per individual.

Feature
Accuracy-Pixel(%) Accuracy-Gabor(%)

SRC SRC+Cohort SRC SRC+Cohort

Randomfaces-210 51.88 72.29 74.17 80.83
Randomfaces-540 58.13 77.29 80.00 87.08

Total feature vector 64.58 79.37 83.54 84.17

proposal achieves 79.37% with pixel features and 87.08% with Gabor features.
To validate the robustness of our approach to various variations, we illustrate

the accuracy of test images with different kinds of variations. First, the 12 test
images are separated into 4 groups with different facial variations as shown in
Figure 4. The results are illustrated in Figure 5. For each of the 4 groups, there
are totally 6 bars, which correspond to features of three dimensions with and
without cohort normalization. For example in ‘expression’ group, the first bar
illustrates the accuracy of 210-dimensional features without cohort normaliza-
tion, while the second bar represents the accuracy of 210-dimensional features
with cohort normalization. From this figure, we can see that although cohort
normalization does not achieve significant improvement on expression variation,
it does bring much robustness against illuminations changes and occlusions in
SRC-based face recognition with only one single training sample, especially when
using pixel features as facial representations. For example in ‘disguise’ group, for
the 3 intensity features, the accuracy increases 35%, 28.75% and 12.5% respec-
tively, while for the 3 Gabor features, the accuracy increases 12.5%, 10% and
6.25%.

The second experiment was performed on the FERET database [18]. We

(a) Pixel features (b) Gabor features

Fig. 5. The accuracy of test samples with different variations on the AR database. (a)
Results of pixel features, (b) Resutls of Gabor features.
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chose a subset from the total database, which includes 1400 images from 200
subjects, each with 7 images. Each subject is composed of 7 images with pose,
expression and illumination variations. In this experiment, each image has the
size of 80 × 80. Some sample images of one person are shown in Figure 6. We
randomly selected 85 subjects for both D and E. For each subject, the neutral
image was used as the only training image, while the other six images were used
for test. The remaining 30 subjects were used to build the cohort set. Hence the
size of the cohort set is H = 210. And only 2 ∗ s = 70 cohort residuals were
finally used for polynomial regression. About Gabor features, we chose a family
of Gabor kernels with five scales and eight orientations. The total Gabor feature
of each image is a 4000 dimensional vector generated by down sampling the Ga-
bor filter responses with a 88 uniform lattice. And a dimension of 210 and 540
for pixel and Gabor based randomfaces were then selected.

The recognition accuracy for this experiment is shown in Table 2. For all six
kinds of features, our approach performs better than the original SRC. When us-
ing pixel features, SRC with cohort normalization improves 10.2%, 11.18% and
8.82%, respectively. For the two Gabor based randomfaces, cohort normalization
achieves significant improvement with 7.25% and 6.27%. However, the accuracy
improves little when using the total Gabor feature, with only 3.33%. Note that
there are pose variations in this database from -25 to +25. Next we illustrate
the accuracy of test images with different variations. The 6 test images are first
separated into 3 groups with different facial variations as shown in Figure 6. The
results are illustrated in Figure 7. Similarly to the results on the AR database,
not much improvement is seen in SRC with cohort normalization to expres-
sion variation. However, when there are pose and illumination variations, cohort
normalization can really achieve some performance improvement. As shown in
‘pose’ group, for the 3 intensity features, the accuracy increases 8.24%, 10.88%
and 11.47% respectively, while for the 3 Gabor features, the accuracy increases
7.35%, 7.35% and 4.7%.

Fig. 6. Samples of one person on the FERET database.

5 Conclusion

Summing up, in this paper, cohort normalization was introduced to SRC-based
undersampled face recognition to measure the degradation effect caused by facial
variations, such as illumination variation, expression changes and various poses.
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Table 2. Comparative accuracy of SRC with and without cohort normalization on the
FERET database using single training sample per individual.

Feature
Accuracy-Pixel(%) Accuracy-Gabor(%)

SRC SRC+Cohort SRC SRC+Cohort

Randomfaces-210 30.98 41.18 47.65 54.90
Randomfaces-540 40.00 51.18 52.55 58.82

Total feature vector 46.67 55.49 58.24 61.57

(a) Pixel features (b) Gabor features

Fig. 7. The accuracy of test samples with different variations on the FERET database.
(a) Results of pixel features, (b) Resutls of Gabor features.

Experiments performed on AR and FERET clearly demonstrated that cohort
normalization can bring SRC good generalization ability for undersampled face
recognition, especially when there are illumination and pose variations and oc-
clusions. Furthermore, it seems that SRC with cohort normalization performs
much better than the original SRC as the number of training samples decreases.
Lately, cohort normalization has been a very active topic in biometric authen-
tication such as speaker and fingerprint. As a future work, we would introduce
cohort normalization for one-shot face recognition, not focusing on the whole
face recognition problem, but looking at matching by facial parts.

Acknowledgement. This work has been partially supported by the European
Commission COST Action IC1106 and by the Australian ARC Discovery project
DP110100827.
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